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Abstract. We propose a new approach to recognize objects and scenes
in news videos motivated by the availability of large video collections.
This approach considers the recognition problem as the translation of
visual elements to words. The correspondences between visual elements
and words are learned using the methods adapted from statistical ma-
chine translation and used to predict words for particular image re-
gions (region naming), for entire images (auto-annotation), or to asso-
ciate the automatically generated speech transcript text with the correct
video frames (video alignment). Experimental results are presented on
TRECVID 2004 data set, which consists of about 150 hours of news
videos associated with manual annotations and speech transcript text.
The results show that the retrieval performance can be improved by as-
sociating visual and textual elements. Also, extensive analysis of features
are provided and a method to combine features are proposed.
1 Introduction
Due to the rapidly growing quantities of digital image and video archives, ef-
fective and efficient indexing, retrieval and analysis of such data have received
significant attention. Being an important information source, applications on
broadcast news videos are especially challenging. This challenge is also acknowl-
edged by NIST and news videos are chosen as the data set for the TRECVID
Video Retrieval Evaluation [2].
It is common to use speech transcript or closed caption text and perform
text-based queries to retrieve the relevant information. However, there are cases
where text is not available or errorful. Also, text is aligned with the shots only
temporally and therefore the retrieved shots may not be related to the visual
content. For example, when we retrieve the shots where a keyword is spoken
in the transcript we may come up with visually non-relevant shots where an
anchor/reporter is introducing or wrapping up a story. An alternative is to use
the annotation words, but due to the huge amount of human effort required for
manual annotation it is not practical. Recognition of objects and scenes is the
ultimate solution but recognition on the large scale is still a challenge.
Recently, it has been shown that large number of objects can be recognized
without supervision by using large annotated image collections [3, 4, 6, 7]. In
general, the proposed models are based on learning the associations between
image regions and annotation words.
In this study, we extend these methods to recognize objects and scenes in
news videos. To learn the associations, we adapt the translation approach [7]
inspired from the models proposed for statistical machine translation [5]. Our
method learns the correspondences between visual features extracted from the
video shots with the annotation words from a small number of videos. Then the
correspondences are used for predicting words for individual regions (region-
labeling) and for entire images (auto-annotation) in the rest of the data.
Methods which use manual annotations to automatically annotate the video
shots are also proposed in [9, 11]. However, in those methods the associations
between image regions and words are not explicitly learned and labeling of in-
dividual regions for recognition of objects is not provided.
Since the annotation words are not always available and reliable, as an al-
ternative, we propose to use the speech transcript or closed caption text, which
is the main contribution of this work. There is an alignment problem between
the text and the visual content, and taking the text temporally aligned with
the shot is problematic. One solution is to also use the words aligned with the
preceding and following shots as in [8, 16]. However, the speech transcript text
a few shots before or after may correspond to other stories that are not related
with the current shot resulting in association of irrelevant words with the shot.
As a solution, we propose a story-based approach where we treat each story as
a document containing associated elements. The translation approach is modified
to find the correspondences between the key-frames and the speech transcript
words of the story segments. This process, which we refer as video alignment
enables a textual query to return semantically more accurate images.
While, the effect of features extracted from entire images or from image re-
gions are heavily experimented for automatic annotation, the features extracted
around salient points -which are shown to be successful for recognition of objects
and scenes- is not well investigated. In this study, we provide an extensive anal-
ysis of features by (i)investigating the effect of extracting features from entire
images, from fixed sized grids and around interest points, (ii) by experimenting
the SIFT descriptors [13] besides the commonly used color, texture and edge
features and (iii) applying the bag-of-visterms approach [14] -which has recently
been proposed for classification of scenes- to the association problem. Moreover,
we propose a new method to combine the features using the prediction proba-
bilities and show that the performance improves.
In this study, we use videos from TRECVID 2004 corpus [2] which consists
of over 150 hours of CNN and ABC broadcast news videos provided by NIST.
The results show that retrieval performance can be improved by associating the
visual elements with words as a way of recognizing objects and scenes on the
large scale.
First, we will describe the method to translate visual elements to words
briefly and explain our performance evaluation measures. Then, we will present
the results for two separate cases: using the manual annotation words and using
the speech transcript text. Finally, we will present a detailed analysis of features
used in the study.
2 Translating visual elements to words
Learning the associations between visual elements and words can be attacked
as a problem of translating visual features into words, as first proposed in [7].
Given a set of training images, the problem is to create a probability table that
associates visual elements and words. First, the visual features are transformed
into discrete elements, called blobs, using a vector quantization technique such as
k-means. The associations between blobs and words are then learned in the form
of a probability table (also referred to as translation table), in which each entry
indicates the probability that a blob matches with a word. In this study, we use
the Giza++ tool [1, 15] to learn the probabilities and adapt Model1 of Brown
et al. [5] in the form of direct translation. Once learned, the translation table
can be used to find the corresponding words for the given test images (auto-
annotation), to label the image components with words (region labeling), and
for ranked retrieval of images. For region naming, given a blob corresponding to
a region, the word with the highest probability is chosen. For auto-annotation,
the word posterior probabilities for an image are obtained by marginalizing the
word posterior probabilities of all the blobs in the image and the first N words
with the highest posterior probabilities are used to automatically annotate the
image.
The translation approach to learn the associations between image regions
and annotation words can be modified to solve the video alignment problem.
Each story is taken as the basic unit, and the problem is turned into finding
the associations between the key-frames and the speech transcript words of the
story segments. To make the analogy with the association problem between
image regions and annotation keywords, the stories correspond to images, the
key-frames correspond to image regions and speech transcript text corresponds
to annotation keywords. The features extracted from the key-frames are vector
quantized using k-means to represent each image with labels which are again
called blobs. Then, the translation tables are constructed similar to the one
constructed for annotated images. The associations can then be used either to
align the key-frames with the correct words or for predicting words for the entire
stories.
3 Performance measurement
We define the annotation performance for an image as the number of correct
predictions divided by the number of actual annotation words for that image.
The annotation performance is averaged over all test images to obtain the aver-
age annotation performance (aap) for an image. We similarly define recall and
precision for each word. A word is defined to be predicted correctly, if it matches
with one of the actual annotation words. Recall is the number of times that the
word is correctly predicted over the number of times that the word is used as
an annotation word throughout the entire data set, and precision is the number
of times that the word is predicted correctly over the total number of times it is
predicted. Average recall and precision are calculated by considering the words
that are predicted at least once.
For each image, we can choose to predict as many words as there are in the
actual annotation, which we refer to as case1, or a fixed number of words, which
we refer to as case2.
The performance of video alignment is measured similarly. We predict N
words with the highest probability for a given story and compare them with the
actual speech transcript words in that story.
4 Translation using manual annotations
In the TRECVID 2004 corpus, there are 229 videos in the training set and 128
videos in the test set. We use the shot boundaries and the key-frames provided
by NIST. On the average, there are around 300 key-frames for each video. 114
videos from the training set are manually annotated with a collaborative effort
of the TRECVID participants with a few keywords [12]. In total, there are 614
words used for annotation, most of which have very low frequency, spelling and
format errors. After correcting the errors and removing the least frequent words
we pruned the vocabulary down to 62 words. We only use the annotations for
the key-frames, and therefore eliminate the videos where the annotations are
provided for the frames which are not key-frames, resulting in 92 videos with
17177 images, 10164 used for training and 7013 for testing.
studio-setting female-news-person tree greenery sky building graphics
300,225: female-news-person 445,245: building; 403: man-made-object,
468,359,213: female-face 32: sky; 350: greenery; 152: tree
202,429,320,43,46,79: studio-setting 23,31,443: graphics; 497,490: scene-text
167,272,346,443: graphics; 378: water-body; 99: road; 349: snow
81,299: scene-text; 104,404:person 51,88,339: person; 211: female-face
223, 475,317: male-face; 437: people 282,481: male-news-subject; 160: people
61: flag; 319: basketball 155: female-news-person; 399: male-face
Fig. 1. Example region labeling results. Manual annotations are shown for comparison.
We use the manually annotated data set to learn the correspondences be-
tween blobs and words for region naming and for auto-annotation. Figure 1
shows some region labeling results. Note that words like female-news-person,
female-face, studio-setting, sky and building are correctly predicted. Ex-
ample blobs corresponding to some words with high prediction accuracies are
shown in Figure 2.
male-face female-news-person
greenery scene-text
Fig. 2. Examples for blob-to-word matches.
studio-setting people basketball water-body boat sky building
female-news-person — — road car
male-news-subject people graphics sky graphics graphics
graphics person basketball water-body —
— female-news-person building road
female-news-person scene-text boat person man-made-object
studio-setting people male-news-subject male-news-person people sky
male-face graphics studio-setting building car
person scene-text man-made-scene
Fig. 3. Auto-annotation examples. The manual annotations are shown at the top, and





Fig. 4. Ranked query results for some words using manual annotations.
Some auto-annotation examples are shown in Figure 3. On the average, we
obtain an annotation performance around 30%. We should note that the perfor-
mances are calculated by comparing the predicted annotations with the manual
annotations. Since manual annotations are incomplete (for example in the third
example of Figure 3, although sky is in the picture and predicted it is not in the
manual annotations) the calculated values may be lower than the actual ones.
Figure 4 shows query results for some words (with the highest rank). By
visually inspecting the top 10 images retrieved for 62 words, the mean average
precision (MAP) is determined to be 63%. MAP is 89% for the best (with highest
precision) 30 words, and 99% for the best 15 words. The results show that when
the annotations are not available the proposed system can effectively be used
for ranked retrieval.
5 Translation using speech transcripts in story segments
For the experiments using speech transcript text, 111 videos are used for training
and 110 videos are used for testing. The automatic speech recognition (ASR)
transcripts provided by LIMSI are aligned with the shots on the time basis [10].
The speech transcripts (ASR) are in the free text form and requires preprocess-
ing. Therefore, we applied tagging, stemming and stop word elimination steps
and used only the nouns having frequencies more than 300 as our final vocabu-
lary resulting in 251 words.
The story boundaries provided by NIST are used. We remove the stories
associated with less than 4 words, and use the remaining 2503 stories consisting
of 31450 key-frames for training and 2900 stories consisting of 31464 key-frames
for testing. The number of words corresponding to the stories vary between 4
and 105, and the average number of words per story is 15.
The translation probabilities are used for predicting words for the individual
shots (Figure 5) and for the stories (Figure 6). The results show that especially
for the stories related to weather, sports or economy, which frequently appear
in the broadcast news, the system can predict the correct words. Note that, the
system can predict words which are better than the original speech transcript
words. This characteristic is important for a better retrieval.
An important aspect of predicting words for the video segments is to retrieve
the related shots when speech transcript is not available or include unrelated
words. In such cases it would not be possible to retrieve such shots with a text
based retrieval system if the predicted words were not available. Story based
query results in Figure 7 show that the proposed system is able to detect the
associations between the words (objects) and scenes. In these examples, the
shots within each story are ranked according to the marginalized word posterior
probabilities, and the shots matching the query word with highest probability
are retrieved; a final ranking is done among all shots retrieved from all stories
and all videos and final ranked query results are returned to the user.
temperature point nasdaq sport time jenning people
weather forecast stock game evening
Fig. 5. Top three words predicted for some shots using the ASR outputs.
ASR : center headline thunderstorm morning line move state area pressure
chance shower lake head monday west end weekend percent temperature
gulf coast tuesday
PREDICTED : weather thunderstorm rain temperature system shower
west coast snow pressure
ASR : night game sery story
PREDICTED : game headline sport goal team product business record
time shot




Fig. 7. Ranked story based query results for ASR. Numbers in square brackets show
the rank of retrieval.
6 Analysis of Features
For manual annotations and ASR experiments, the key-frames are represented
by a set of features including global histograms extracted from entire images,
and local statistics extracted from grids or around keypoints.
Color features are extracted for RGB and HSV color spaces, texture is rep-
resented as Gabor filter outputs, and Canny edge detector outputs are used for
edges. Global features are represented by 64 bin RGB, 162 bin HSV and 16 bin
edge histograms from entire images; while local features are extracted from 5x7
fixed sized grids as mean and standard deviation of color, Gabor filter output,
and 8 bin Canny edge histogram.
The keypoints are detected and represented using Lowe’s SIFT operator[13].
Using the binaries provided by the author, large number of keypoints are ex-
tracted. In order to keep the number of features in the order of those extracted
from grids, we chose 35 keypoints with maximum scale. In addition to the 128-
element SIFT descriptor vectors, mean and standard deviation of color, texture
and edge features are also extracted around keypoints similar to features ex-
tracted from grids.
We also experimented with the bag-of-visterms approach [14] by taking about
600.000 keypoints extracted from 5 videos, vector quantizing them and forming
a keypoint histogram with 1000 bins for each image. The keypoint histograms,
as feature vectors for each image, are quantized to obtain the final blobs.
Some words may be predicted better using one feature than others. For exam-
ple, color is a good cue for commercial and cartoon scenes while edge or texture
is good for basketball or studio scenes. If the outputs of multiple features, some
of which can predict some words better than others, are combined, then the
prediction performance of the system is expected to improve. We combined the
outputs of several features at the word prediction step by marginalizing the word
posterior probabilities (over all blobs) obtained from several features. If the out-
put one feature is high it is reflected on the final output. As shown in Table 1
and Table 2, on the average, the prediction performance of the system is al-
ways improved. The improvement is more notable in the average word precision
values.
In Table 1, the results are shown for different features in the form of anno-
tation performance and average word recall and precision values for the case of
translation with manual annotations. Note that the performance is always better
if the outputs of multiple features are combined as explained above. The per-
formance when SIFT descriptors are used is inferior to the grid based features.
Although average word recall and precision values are close to those of other
features, the number of words with nonzero prediction is significantly less. The
reason is mainly due to the lost color information which is very important for
the discrimination of most objects and scenes, and also due to using only the
maximum scale 35 keypoints.
Using the number of faces detected per image as additional information does
not improve the performance significantly. Increasing the number of blobs im-
proves the performance but the computational cost also increases; therefore, we
choose 2500 as an appropriate number.
The prediction performances obtained by comparing the predicted words for
a given story with the original ASR words for some features are summarized
in Table 2. The performance with the bag-of-visterms approach is better com-
case Performance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
case1 aap 0.266 0.267 0.274 0.277 0.276 0.288 0.295 0.235 0.271
case1
recall 0.144 0.149 0.142 0.169 0.170 0.178 0.183 0.155 0.148
precision 0.218 0.231 0.217 0.294 0.322 0.334 0.390 0.266 0.245
case2
recall 0.323 0.328 0.331 0.327 0.330 0.333 0.344 0.275 0.319
precision 0.082 0.082 0.081 0.087 0.089 0.089 0.110 0.081 0.079
Table 1. Automatic annotation performances using manual annotations. For details,
please see section 3. For case2, 10 words are predicted per image. Numbers 1 through
9 at the top stands for the following features: 1,4,9: mean&std of color, 2,5: mean&std
of color + edge, 3,6: mean&std of color + texture, 7: combination of outputs of the
first 6 features; 8: SIFT descriptors. In (1-7) features are extracted from 5x7 grids, and
in (8-9) features extracted around maximum scale 35 keypoints. In (1-3) HSV and in
(4-6,9) RGB is used as the color feature.
case Performance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
case1 aap 0.156 0.155 0.172 0.173 0,182 0,183 0,194 0.190 0.200
case1
recall 0.141 0.142 0.160 0.162 0,149 0,150 0,207 0.152 0.170
precision 0.159 0.164 0.187 0.195 0,207 0,214 0,275 0.226 0.236
case2
recall 0.192 0.193 0.218 0.221 0,169 0,165 0,189 0.200 0.224
precision 0.102 0.102 0.118 0.119 0,107 0,108 0,136 0.127 0.136
Table 2. Automatic story annotation performances using ASR. Number of blobs =
1000. For case2, 25 words are predicted per story. Numbers 1 through 7 at the top
stands for the features: 1,3: global HSV, RGB histograms, 2,4: global HSV, RGB +
Canny edge histograms, 5,6: mean&std of HSV, RGB + texture from 5X7 grids, 7:
combination of (1-6), 8: bag-of-visterms approach, 9: combination of (1-6,8).
pared to the color and texture features although only 5 videos are used in the
construction of the bag-of-visterms due to large computational cost. As in the
manual annotation case, performance is improved when multiple feature outputs
are combined.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
We associate visual features with words using a translation approach, which
allows novel applications on news video collections including region naming as a
way of recognizing objects, auto-annotation for better access to image databases
and video alignment which is crucial for effective retrieval.
In video data, motion information also plays an important role. Usually, mov-
ing objects are important than still objects. The regions corresponding to these
objects can be extracted using the motion information rather than using any seg-
mentation algorithm. Also, besides associating the visual features such as color,
texture and shape with nouns for naming the objects, the motion information
can be associated with verbs for naming actions.
Translation approach can also be used as a novel method for face recognition.
The correspondence problem that appears between the face of a person and
his/her name can be attacked similarly for naming people.
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